Reading Challenge
As a school we are focusing on reading and
encouraging all children to read more
regularly at home – aiming for at least 5
times a week.
Year 3 reading totals have been steadily
climbing, whilst ‘Reading Lottery’ prizes this
year have included trips to the museum,
lunch with a teacher, extra laptop time and
even some marbles!

DT
Pirates used to design and build the best ships in
order to be successful. These ships had to carry
lots of men, and lots of loot (treasure!) Build on
your learning from last term and see what floating
vessel you can design. Next, see how much
weight it can successfully carry!
Remember – the best pirates never let their ships
sink!

The enrichment activities you produced last term
were outstanding. I am so impressed with those of
you who are making an effort to complete these!

Let’s go again – last big push!

These are enrichment activities that you may
choose to do with your child at home, to support
their learning. Try to complete them by 5/07/19.
Speak to Mr. Gillham if you have any questions.

Yo Ho Ho – Pirates!
Year 3 – Term 6

Use GoogleEarth to find and explore the
islands of the Caribbean. How many
different countries can you name? See if you
can investigate their capital cities and find
out interesting facts about the geography of
the area.

Science
Our Science topic next term is ‘Animals
Including Humans’. Research the animals
and organisms found in The Caribbean.
Can you create a food chain – showing all
the different animals, plants and other
organisms that rely on each other to
survive? How is this different to the Animals
we find in our local environment?

Maths

‘ONE WORLD FESTIVAL 2019’
Next term we are holding a Festival
celebrating a range of different countries
from around the world.
Year 3 are focusing on….

English
Pirates lived a different life at sea. Imagine
you have been at sea for 6 months. Write a
diary entry explaining how you are feeling.
What are you missing? What can you not
wait to do when you return to land? Where
have you been and where are you traveling
to next?

Geography

Jamaica and The Caribbean
Draw a map of a ‘Pirate Island’ and then, using a
ruler, draw grid lines over the top of it. The lines
must be horizontal and vertical. Try to make them
the same distances apart – this will make lots of
boxes. Next, label the X and Y axis with numbers
and letters. Now plot things to collect or avoid
where lines meet on the map. For example ‘gold at
B4’ and ‘a necklace at F2.

Create ANY type of homework to do with
this location. Let your imagination run wild
and surprise me with your learning!

